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Kinkade House was constructed in c.1882-84 by Thomas Kinkade, a pioneer settler.  
Built as a one-and-a-half storey squared-log farmstead house, the building was altered 
in the late 19th century with a two-storey north addition.  Renovations also took place in 
the 1940s-1950s including new foundations, roof, windows, interiors, the addition of a 
fireplace with its chimney above, and a west sun porch addition.  The farmstead was 
donated to the federal government in 1974 as a wildfowl sanctuary.  With few internal 
alterations, the house has been adapted to serve as the field administrative office.  
Environment Canada is the custodian.  See FHBRO Building Report 98-73.  
 
Reasons for Designation 
 
Kinkade House was designated Recognized for its environmental significance, its  
architectural importance, and its historical associations. 
 
Located on its original site on cleared, level, low-lying land bordering the estuary of the 
Little Qualicum River, Kinkade House is significant for being the oldest of a very small 
number of surviving pioneer settler houses along the east coast of Vancouver Island. By 
its vernacular design, squared-log construction, red cedar finishes and flanking trees, 
Kinkade House anchors the late 19th century pioneer character of its setting, including 
the surviving elements of the farmstead.  
 
Simple and rectangular in form, with gabled end walls and a medium-pitched cedar 
shingle roof, and hand-hewn squared-log walls with dove-tailed corner-notches, Kinkade 
House is significant architecturally as a good, early surviving example of a one-and-a-
half storey pioneer farmstead house on Vancouver Island’s east coast.  
 
Historically, Kinkade House is significant for its association with the initial stages of  
European settlement on the east coast of Vancouver Island. 
 
Character Defining Elements 
 
The heritage character of Kinkade House resides in its overall form, scale, vernacular 
squared-log wall construction, details, materials, and relationships to other elements of 
the site. 
 
The vernacular design and squared log construction of the house contribute  
significantly to the site as a whole.  With a rectangular plan and massing, gabled end 
walls finished in cedar boards, and cedar shingle pitched roof, the heritage character of 
Kinkade House resides principally in its late 19th century pioneer vernacular design,  
construction, and original fabric including: hand hewn squared-log walls notched at the 
corners, framing, and surviving original fenestration and door openings.  These 
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elements should be respected.  Chinking between logs should be inspected periodically 
and maintained in good repair to match existing detailing and materials. The creation of 
new or enlarged openings involving cutting of logs should be avoided.   
 
Also of significance are some alterations dating to the c.1940s-1950s refurbishment 
including replacement sash windows, the fireplace with its chimney above, interior stair, 
and the exterior of the west sun porch addition.  In the event original and 1940s building 
fabric requires repair and replacement, in part or in whole, including the roof covering, 
doors and windows, new components and elements should match the original, or be 
based on precedent, in terms of design, dimension, materials, finishes, fasteners and 
operation. The original careful standard of workmanship should be maintained. 
 
Internally, the house conserves its original squared log north wall, which today serves 
as a partition wall between the original part of the house and the late 19th century north 
addition.  It should be respected and maintained.  
 
Although known today as the Marshall-Stevenson Unit of the Qualicum National Wildlife 
Area, much of the farmstead layout and landscape character remain intact.  Kinkade 
House stands on its original location preserving many of the original spatial and visual 
relationships with outbuildings and other remnant elements of the former farmstead 
setting.  Any future developments or landscape alterations should respect the pioneer 
farmstead character of the landscape and maintain the house on its site, together with 
its visual and spatial relationships with the surviving vestiges of the farmstead.  These 
vestiges include the barn, implement sheds, flanking trees, paths, roads, fields and 
fences, root cellars and embankments, the coastline, ponds, Little Qualicum River, and 
any remnants of Thomas Kinkade’s earthen dyke.  
 
For further guidance, please refer to the FHBRO Code of Practice. 
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